High prevalence of bleeders of unknown cause among patients with inherited mucocutaneous bleeding. A prospective study of 280 patients and 299 controls.
Mucocutaneous bleeding (MCB) is the main expression of inherited disorders of primary hemostasis. However, the relative prevalence of these disorders, their clinical differential diagnosis, and the proportion of patients with MCB of unknown cause (BUC) after an initial comprehensive laboratory testing are unknown. We studied prospectively 280 consecutive patients with MCB and 299 matched controls, using strict inclusion and exclusion criteria. A single physician recorded the clinical data in a bleeding score and estimated the severity of bleeding in clinical categories. Laboratory criteria for the diagnosis of von Willebrand's disease (VWD) and platelet function defects were established from reference values derived from controls. Fifty patients (17.9%) had VWD (type 1VWD=45, type 2=5). Platelet function defects and mild clotting factor deficiencies were found in 65 (23.2%) and 11 (3.9%) patients, respectively. Thirteen (11.5%) patients had combined defects. The remaining 167(59.6%) patients had BUC, with prolonged bleeding time in 18.6% as their only abnormality. All these disorders, including BUC, were clinically undistinguishable. Moreover, no relationship was found between the severity of bleeding and VWF/platelet function variables. The diagnostic efficacy of a first laboratory testing in patients with hereditary MCB is 40.4%. Most patients have a disease(s) of high prevalence but unknown pathogenesis. Concurrent bleeding disorders in the same patient are frequent. Our results support the proposal that low plasma VWF levels, but also platelet function defects, should be considered risk factors rather than unequivocal causes of hemorrhages.